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LMI College is a special place. We are a modern, 
independent school for students in the heart of 
one of the world’s largest cities. We have a proud 
history, but it is not only our past that defines us. 
We are far-sighted and responsive to the world 
around us. That’s why our strategic vision focuses 
on helping our students to be kind to themselves 
and to others, to be aware of their place in their 
communities and in the world, and to be prepared 
for the society they will one day form.

It is a great privilege for me to be the Director of 
LMI College. The Board and I are absolutely com-
mitted to delivering this Strategic Vision to the 
year 2030 and beyond. It is an important state-
ment of who we are and who we want to be. It will 
help us continue to educate and nurture students 
from all walks of life to become good young peo-
ple, ready to change society for the better.

Javier García, LMI Director.
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Introduction
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It is the aim of the School to ensure that, as far as is reasonably practical, pupils, staff, visi-
tors and property are safe from the risk of fire.

This policy aims to provide clear guidance and information on how the School provides for 
fire safety in the school, including procedures regarding how the School would respond in 
the event of a fire

The policy has regard to the Government’s guidance Fire safety in new and existing school 
buildings (2014):

“Schools are required to undertake risk assessments to identify the general fire precau-
tions needed to safeguard the safety of occupants in case of fire, including their safe means 
of escape.

Under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO) fire legislation has become 
simplified. The Department of Education has produced a guide for schools (fire safety risk 
assessment: educational premises). The guide deals with the provision and management 
of fire safety.

You will need to:
	 •	ensure	procedures	are	in	place	to	reduce	the	likelihood	of	fire
	 •	maintain	fire	detection	and	alarm	systems
	 •	ensure	staff	and	pupils	are	familiar	with	emergency	evacuation	procedures
It is important that:
	 •	fire	risk	assessments	are	kept	up	to	date
	 •	fire	precautions	remain	current	and	adequate	(they	should	be	reviewed	in	detail	
	 when	significant	alterations	are	made	to	a	school’s	premises)”

The policy covers the following areas:
 • Fire Prevention
 • Evacuation Plans
 • Prevention of Arson
 • Fire Risk Assessment

This policy should be read in conjunction with:
 • The Health and Safety Policy
 • The Security Policy
 • The Critical Incident Plan
 • The City of London Corporation Fire Policy





Fire Prevention

Evacuation Plans
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All members of staff are to ensure that they comply with the following basic safety rules:
 • Combustible materials, such as cardboard boxes and packaging materials should 
 be disposed of safely unless they are required for their purposes. When such 
 materials are retained, they must be kept tidily in designated storage areas.
 • All corridors, stairways, entrances and exits must be kept clear. Particular attention 
 must be paid to designated fire exits and escape routes which must be kept clear at 
 all times and without exception.
 • Classroom displays and work displayed in other areas must be set up with care  
 and away from sources of heat. Notices must be properly fixed to boards and not  
 allowed to flap around.
 • Rubbish must be placed in metal bins or areas made of a non-combustible 
 material. Rubbish must not be allowed to collect in ‘hidden’ places (e.g. behind 
 cupboards, etc.). Particular attention should be paid to general tidiness and areas 
 around electrical appliances.
 • Boiler rooms must be kept clear, clean and locked.
 • Electrical equipment must be used properly and kept in safe working order. 
 Electrical plugs must not be overloaded.
 • Clothing and costumes are often highly inflammable. They must be stored tidily 
 and well away from any heat source.

The Head, or another member of staff as delegated by the Head (such as the Senior De-
puty Head), will ensure that emergency plans are prepared to cover all foreseeable major 
incidents which could put at risk the occupants or users of the School. These plans will 
indicate the actions to be taken in the event of a major incident so that everything possible 
is done to:
 • save life
 • prevent injury
 • minimise loss

All staff are to familiarise themselves with the nearest available exit route out of the buil-
ding from rooms where they teach or work. The Evacuation Procedures for each room are 
displayed in the room. Staff should also to make themselves aware of alternative routes to 
evacuate the building in the event that your nominated escape route cannot be used for 
any reason.





1. In the event of a Fire Alarm you will hear a five second continuous, high pitched tone 
repeated every twenty seconds.
2. Switch off apparatus.
3. Close windows.
4. Listen carefully for message giving further instructions.
5. Do not leave the building unless instructed to do so.
6. If instructed to leave the building, do so in silence by the nearest fire exit or as directed 
by your teacher.
7. Do not use lifts.

Around 90,000 children are affected by school arson each year.
Arsonists are most commonly 10–18 years of age and live in the local area. School arson 
is frequently carried out by either a pupil, ex-pupil or someone with siblings at the school. 
Many arson attacks are opportunist.

Schools can protect themselves against the threat of arson with a few simple techniques. 
Protection does not need to mean 24-hour security, expensive alarm systems or hours of 
risk assessment. A few simple, low-cost housekeeping techniques can help to reduce the 
vulnerability of a school to arson and vandalism

Education

• Staff should be made aware of the potential for daytime fires to occur (few schools have 
risk assessments for fire that mention daytime arson as a potential risk). Headteachers 
should be aware that they are responsible for the legal requirement to carry out and main-
tain risk assessments in case of fire. In particular, staff should be made aware of the danger 
of pupils being unsupervised in common rooms and corridors.
• Parents should be notified about occurrences of fires at their children’s school. They 
should also be informed if arson is known, or suspected, to be the cause. This should be 
repeated whenever an incident occurs.
• Fire Safety Awareness sessions (including the risks of malicious calls) provided by the 
local fire service, should be held at regular intervals for all pupils.
• Regular fire drills should be undertaken as part of the Risk Assessment and records of 
them should be kept.
• Pupils should be told regularly that cigarette lighters and matches are not allowed in 
schools. Any breach should be treated as a serious disciplinary matter.
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Fire Alert

Prevention of Arson

Prevention of Arson During School Hours
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Pupils who are suspected of involvement in starting fires should be considered for referral 
to Fire Service fire setting aversion schemes (there are different names for these schemes). 
Consultation with parents is essential as these schemes are often conducted at home.
• Members of staff responsible for PSHE should consider making fire issues and risks a part 
of everyday school life.
• All fires, no matter how small, should be reported to the Fire Brigade. Sometimes waste 
bin fires and the like are not considered worthy of reporting, or staff feel embarrassed or 
think of the repercussions. The Fire Brigade will understand and can assist with possible 
solutions to prevent further occurrences.

Prevention

• Architects responsible for school building projects (new and alterations to existing) should 
consult with Fire Service and Insurance specialists.
• Stores in and around the School that contain combustible materials should be kept loc-
ked.
• Stores that contain chemicals and hazardous materials, often adjacent to chemistry la-
boratories, should be well managed, clean and kept locked. The Fire Brigade should be 
advised of the location of such rooms for their records.
• Waste bins and wheelie bins should be located well away from the buildings, preferably 
in locked compounds. Waste skips used for any purpose should be located well away from 
buildings but not near perimeter fences or walls. Litter bins should be emptied before / at 
start of lunch break and at the end of each school day.

Detection and Protection

• Automatic fire detection should be considered, including all escape routes, stores, 
cloakrooms and high-risk areas.
• Coats and other combustibles should not be kept in corridors or escape routes.
• Fire doors should be maintained in good working order and closed at all times. Members 
of staff should be adequately trained in fire procedures, including how to summon the Fire 
Service, building evacuation and the use of fire extinguishers.
• A full cost-benefit analysis should be undertaken on the installation of sprinkler systems 
for all new building projects or substantial refits / renovations.
• Automatic detection and fire alarm systems should be connected to a commercial collec-
tor station for constant monitoring and immediate transmission of a fire alarm signal to the 
local authority fire brigade whenever the school in unoccupied.
• Unwanted calls (such as malicious calls and system faults) should be treated seriously 
and with the highest priority. Malicious calls are a criminal offence and will be reported to 
the Police by the Fire Brigade.
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Prevention of Arson Outside of School Hours

Deter unauthorised entry onto the site
Ensure perimeter fencing is maintained in good order and consider the use of boundary 
signs to deter intruders, particularly at vulnerable spots, or areas known to be used for 
unauthorized access to your site.

Prevent unauthorized entry into the building
The easiest points of entry into school premises will be via the doors and windows. Skyli-
ghts are also a weak point unless fitted with internal bars or grills. Ensure the burglar alarm 
system is maintained fully functional.

Reduce the opportunity for an intruder to start a fire
Arsonists seldom bring combustible items with them but tend to use what is available 
on site. External combustible storage within the school should be removed or located el-
sewhere.

Reduce the scope for potential fire damage
Closing all doors at night will help contain any fire or smoke within the room of origin, or at 
the very least, slow down the rate of fire growth.

Reduce subsequent losses and disruption resulting from a fire by preparing a disaster 
recovery plan
The time and effort put into creating a plan will pay dividends in the event of a serious fire, 
whether started accidentally or deliberately.
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